
Product Features

Advanced Duplication and Sanitization Functions with Logging and Monitoring

Part Number: 350135

 Quickly clones up to 5 or thoroughly sanitizes up to 6 HDDs 
     simultaneously
 Computer-connected, real-time progress monitoring and logging
 Logging of the process executed including sanitization method 
     (7 Pass, 3-Pass, 1-Pass Overwrite, Secure Erase), model name,
     serial numbers of drives, speed and capacity
 Transfer rates up to 120 MB/S 
 Third-party certified 7-Pass wipe sanitization function, plus Secure
     Erase, 1-Pass and 3-Pass with Verify 
 LED indicators on each HDD bay confirm successful completion
     for the hard drive
 Supports 3.5” SATA HDDs and Solid State Drives (SSDs)
 Supports 2.5” SATA HDDs and SSDs with optional 
    Aleratec adapters (P/N 350106), not included
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Real-time monitoring and Logging 

Meet the next generation of hard disk drive duplicator and sanitizer with logging capability from 
Aleratec! This stand-alone, industrial-strength hard disk drive duplicator creates perfect clones of 
up to 5 hard disk drives and sanitizes up to 6 hard disk drives for extremely fast and efficient hard disk 
drive management and deployment. The Aleratec 1:5 HDD Copy Cruiser High-Speed WL also 
includes computer-connected monitoring for observing job progress, speed  and capacity as well 
as the ability to create log files of activity, hard disk drive model names and serial numbers so you 
can back up your duplication/sanitization efforts with meticulous record keeping.
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1:5 HDD Copy Cruiser High-Speed WL™

The 1:5 HDD Copy Cruiser High-Speed WL performs a sector-by-sector copy from a single 
source hard disk to up to 5 target drives, regardless of brand, operating system or format of 
the drives. The copy includes partition and boot sector information for a perfect clone.

Duplication

7-pass Overwrite Independently Verified
The Aleratec 1:5 HDD Copy Cruiser High-Speed WL includes 
a Certified Sanitization label, a credential given to Aleratec 
products by a leading forensic data recovery company that 
confirms that all digital data stored on hard drives sanitized 
by the 7-pass overwrite function is forensically unrecoverable 
and meets the criteria set forth in NIST 800-88.

Technical Specifications 

Power Requirements:  100V-240V AC, 50/60Hz
 
Dimensions (LxWxH):  430 mm x 190 mm x 355 mm 
                                      16.9" x 7.5" x 14"
 
Operating Temperature: 
41°F to 122°F / 5°C to 50°C
 
Humidity: 
15% - 80% RH

Weight:  10.4 kg / 23 lb 
  
Warranty:  Limited 1 year parts and labor
 
Country of Origin:  Assembled in the 
USA from components sourced globally
 
UPC Code:  808068-01008-1


